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A driving disruptive force
A new industrial revolution is under way in
the asset management industry, as the vast
and now broadly commoditised computing
powers are changing the way investors
work in their search for ‘alpha’, or
investment outperformance, via new
financial technology (fintech)...

Featured stories from the December 2017 - January 2018 issue of Asia Asset
Management
CLP Group shares secret to its provident fund’s success
Analysing global market inefficiencies
Moving away from the benchmarks
The rise of the tech economist

Latest News
Singapore’s REIT market is top call for Admiral Investment in 2018
| 19 December 2017

Real Assets: Firm expects tighter new supply and strong demand to have a positive
impact on Singapore’s office rentals

Malaysia’s central bank to insist on regular reporting by
cryptocurrency exchanges
| 19 December 2017

Research: Only 48% of respondents believe companies that focus on ESG issues are
able to produce better long-term returns for investors

AMP Capital buys stake in US real estate investment manager PCCP
| 19 December 2017

Market Access: PCCP provides commercial real estate debt and equity capital for
middle-market real estate investments throughout the US

Japan’s GPIF to introduce new fee structure for active mandates
| 18 December 2017

Pensions: GPIF’s active managers generated negative alpha over the past ten
financial years
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